
The АШ-4 whip antenna serves to operate with radio equipment of mobile objects 

at influence of atmospheric condensation, dust, splits, as well as extreme 

temperatures and humidity  in the frequency range from 2 up to 80 MHz.
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ANTENNA АШ-4

Purpose:

The АШ-4 whip antenna serves to operate with the HF transceiving 

radio equipment.

Basic Specifications:

ИВ2.099.107

Н - thickness of the mounting plane

џ Frequency range, MHz                                               from 2 to 80

џ Beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal plane                circular

џ Radiation polarization                                                         vertical  

џ Standing wave ratio in the frequency range

     from 2 to 80MHz relative to the 

     intrinsic impedance of 75 Ohm, less than                                 3.5

џ Intrinsic impedance, Ohm                                                          75 

џ Watts input, W, max                                                                 300

џ Weight of the antenna kit unpacked, kg,  less than                      4     

Height, mm, less than                                                            4 180

Quantity of whips: from 2 to 4 depending upon operating frequency.

The antenna ensures reliable operation at:

 * temperature range from  minus 50 to plus 50 deg. C

 * relative humidity up to 98% at maximum temperature of 40 deg. C   
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џ Frequency ranges, MHz                                   from 300 to 308     

                                                                               from 336 to 344

џ  Antenna polarization                                                      vertical  

џ  Standing wave ratio in the frequency ranges

       -  from 300 to 308 MHz, less than                                      2.0 

       - from 336 to 344 MHz, less than                                       3.0

џ Watts input, W, max                                                               40

џ Input, Ohm                                                                             50

џ Antenna gain in the frequency range from 300 up to 

    308 MHz, dB, more than                                                           3 

џ Antenna gain in the frequency range from 336 up to 

    344 MHz, dB, more than                                                           0

џ Weight of the antenna unpacked, kg,  less than                   1.2    

џ  Dimensions, mm, less then                                     50x62x955 

ANTENNA AШ-Б

ИТНЯ.464651.028

The AШ-Б whip antenna is intended for operation with mobile 

subscription radio sets.

Purpose:

Basic Specifications:
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The antenna ensures reliable operation at: 

 * temperature range from  minus 60 to plus 65 deg. C

 * relative humidity up to 100% at maximum temperature of 25 deg. C    



ANTENNA P-168 ШДАМ 
ИТНЯ.464641.017

џ Frequency range,  MHz                                    from 30 to 108

џ Beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal plane          circular

џ Radiation polarization                                                    vertical 

џ Standing wave ratio in the frequency range  from 30 to 108 

MHz relative to the wave intrinsic of 50 Ohm, less than     3.5 

џ Intrinsic impedance, Ohm                                                     50 

џ Watts input, W, max                                                            600

џ Weight of the unpacked antenna with mounting

                                                        kit, kg,  less than                    16 

џ Dimensions of the antenna deployed, mm,

         less than                                                    5200 x 3000 x 3000

The wide range mast Р-168 ШДАМ antenna serves for operation 

with FM radio sets in the frequency range from 30 to 108 MHz.

Purpose:

Basic Specifications:
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The antenna ensures reliable operation at: 

* temperature range from  minus 50 to plus 60 deg. C

 * relative humidity up to 98% at maximum temperature of 35 deg. C 

Mean  lifetime, years, more than                                                  - 15 

Mean  lifetime, years, more than   - 15
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 Ø116 mm

џ Frequency range,  MHz                                   from 30 to 108

џ Beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal plane         circular

џ Radiation polarization                                                  vertical  

џ Standing wave ratio in the frequency range

         from 30 to 108 MHz relative to the wave 

         intrinsic of 50 Ohm, less than                                              3.5

џ Watts input, W, max                                                          500

џ Weight of the antenna kit unpacked, kg,  less than               8    

џ Dimensions of the antenna deployed, mm, 

         less than                                                        2916 x 116 x 116

ANTENNA P-168БШДА 

The Р-168БШДА wide-band antenna is at home on movable 

objects and is intended for joint operation with FM radio sets in the 

frequency range from 30 to 108 MHz.

 ИТНЯ.464641.007

Purpose:

Basic Specifications:
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The antenna ensures reliable operation at: 

* temperature range from  minus 50 to plus 60 deg. C

* relative humidity up to 98% at maximum temperature of 35 deg. C  
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ANTENNA MAST DEVICE АМУ-5 

The АМУ-5 antenna mast device with automatic electric 

drives for mast and lifter is designed for installation on movable 

objects and intended for joint operation with  the FM radio sets 

with peak power of 1300W. The device is to be used exclusively 

at stop.

џ Frequency range, MHz                                      from 30 to 108

џ Beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal plane  

оmnidirectional

џ Radiation polarization                                                    vertical  

џ Mobile wave ratio, more than                                               0.4

џ Gain ratio                                                                     1.2 - 2.5

џ DC voltage of the electric driver, V                                       27

џ Length at transport position, mm, less than                      3680

џ Height in deployed condition, mm, less than               15 000

џ Time of deployment, minutes, less than                                 5

џ Weight, kg,                                                                          200                                                                                                                                            

џ Lifetime, cycles                                                                 2000              

ШИ2.091.202-01 

Purpose:

Basic Specifications:
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The АМУ-5 antenna mast device provides 

reliable operation at: 

* environment temperature from minus 50 to  60 deg. C;

* influence of rain, dew and  hoarfrost ; 

* low atmospheric pressure of 450 mm Hg at maximum temperature

                                                                                                of 25 deg. C  

* relative air humidity up to 100% at maximum temperature  of 35 deg. C                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

* wind  speed up to 30 m/sec without antenna guys and more than  

                                                                              to 30 m/sec with guying.  
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ANTENNA MAST DEVICE КТ460 

The КТ460 antenna mast device with  is at home on 

movable objects and is intended for joint operation with radio 

sets in the frequency range from 30 to 80 MHz.

џ  Operating frequency range, МНz                   from 30 to 80

џ Standing wave ratio, more than                                      3.0

џ Mean time between failure, h, less than                       5000

џ Dimentions, mm, less than

         - base diameter                                                          125                                                                                                                             

         - height                                                                     3215

џ Weight, kg, less than                                                          5

                       

ШИ2.091.202-01 

Purpose:

Basic Specifications:
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The КТ460 antenna mast device provides reliable 

operation at: 

* Environment temperature, from minus 50 to  plus 50 deg. C

* Influence of rain, dew and  hoarfrost  

* Low atmospheric pressure of 450 mm Hg at maximum 

temperature of 25 deg. C  

*Extreme air humidity  up to 100% at maximum temperature  of  

25±2 deg. C                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

* Wind  speed up to 30 m/sec; antenna remains firm at wind 

speed  to 50 m/sec. 
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ANTENNA MAST DEVICE КТ461

The КТ461 antenna mast device with automatic electric drive is 

designed for operation in communication links of the VHF range. 

Input power of the HF input of the device shouldn't exceed 1000 VA. 

The device is to be used exclusively at stop.

џ Operating frequency range, МНz                              from 30 to 80

џ Beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal plane    omnidirectional

џ Radiation polarization                                                          vertical  

џ Standing wave ratio, more than                                                 3.0

џ Gain ratio                                                                           1.2 - 1.5

џ DC voltage of the antenna-system electric driver, V       27 ± 2.7V

џ Length at transport position, mm, less than                            3700

џ Height in deployed condition, mm, less than                        15000 

џ Time of deployment, min., max                                                  3,7                                                                    

џ Weight, kg,                                                                                190

џ Lifetime, cycles                                                                        1000

ШИ2.092.072-01

Purpose:

Basic Specifications:
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The КТ461 antenna mast device provides reliable 

operation at:

* Environment temperature, from minus 50 to  plus 50 deg. C

* Influence of rain, dew and  hoarfrost  

* Low atmospheric pressure of 450 mm Hg   

*Extreme air humidity  up to 100% at maximum temperature  of 25 deg. C                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

* Wind  speed up to 25 m/sec without antenna guys and more than 

 to 25 m/sec (but less than 50 m/sec) with guying.
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The P-168MK serves for mounting antennas on it.

 RADIO TOWER P-168MK 
ИТНЯ.301317.007

Purpose:

Basic Specifications:
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The P-168MK radio tower:

* Remains stable at windblast of                                30 m/sec

* Remains firm at windblast of                                   50 m/sec

* Lifetime, cycles of deployment and tear-down               1000                                                                 

* Remains reliable at temperature change from 

                                                             minus 60 to  70 Deg. C                                                                         

* The mast is stable to the influence of decontaminating 

olutions and weather elements.

џ Height in deployed condition, mm, less than            10 620

џ Height in folded condition, mm, less than                   2 170

џ Mean time of deployment, minutes, less than                 30

џ Weight without lineguys and elbows, kg                          15              



The 15Э1354-01-02 antenna mast device is designed for 

data transceing by FM  radio sets with input impedance of 50 

Ohm. 

ANTENNA MAST DEVICE 15Э1354-01-02 

ИТНЯ.464649.013   

Purpose:
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Device components:

џ ШДАМ-Б аntenna 

џ Mast of 9.6 meters high with base and two tier guys

Basic Specifications:

џ Operating frequency range, MHz                 from 30 to 108 

џ Beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal plane     circular

џ Radiation polarization                                               vertical  

џ Intrinsic impedance                                                 50 Ohm

џ Standing wave ratio, more than                                      3,5

џ Watts input from the transmitter, W, less than               200

џ Weight of the antenna mast device unpacked, kg,

     less than                                                                130   

џ Height, mm, less than                                       12 600

џ Arial size, a circle of radius, mm                         5 000                             

The device is manufactured in two design variants upon ways 

of use and installation. 
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ANTENNA MAST DEVICE 15Э1354-02-03 

ИТНЯ.464649.011

The 15Э1354-02-03 antenna mast device is designed for 

data transceing by base radio set of the UHF frequency range.

Purpose:
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Device components:

џ Antenna 15Э1370-1-31(four-channal antenna with circular 

beam-pattern)

џ Stationary mast of 9.6 meters high with base and two tier 

guys.

Basic Specifications:

џ Operating frequency range, MHz               from 300 to 345

џ Beam pattern                                                     nondirected

џ Radiation polarization                                               vertical

џ Standing wave ratio in of 4 channels, less than                 2  

џ Intrinsic impedance, Ohm                                                50 

џ Watts input from the transmitter, W, less than                 25

џ Weight of the product unpacked, kg, less than              105

џ Heihgt, mm                                                                12 000

The device is manufactured in two design variants upon ways 

of use and installation.   

Device components:

џ Antenna 15Э1370-1-31(four-channal antenna with circular 

beam-pattern)

џ Stationary mast of 9.6 meters high with base and two tier guys.
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ANTENNA MAST DEVICE 15Э1370-01-31

ИТНЯ.464651.040

The 15Э1370-01-31 antenna mast device is intended for continues 

operation with the base  15Э1370-1-0 radio set in the composition of 

stationary ATX 15Э1370-01-С. 

Purpose:
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Basic Specifications:

џ Operating frequency ranges                           from 300 to 308MHz

                                                                            from  336to 344MHz

џ Beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal 

    plane                                                                                     circular

џ Radiation polarization                                                          vertical

џ Standing wave ratio, less than                                                      2

џ Ratio of the isotropic radiator gain, 

     more than                                                                      minus 1 dB  

џ Intrinsic impedance of each of four feeders 

    (25 m length each), Ohm                                                              50

џ Watts input, W, less than                                                            50

џ  Weight of the antenna mast without mounting parts 

     and packing, kg, less than                                                             8

џ Height, mm, less than                                                             2090

џ  Base diameter, mm, less than                                                  130

The 15Э1370-01-31 antenna mast device provides 

reliable operation at:

* Environment temperature, Deg. C                            from minus 60 to  65

* Extreme air humidity  up to 100% at maximum temperature  of 25 Deg. C                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              



ANTENNA MAST DEVICE 15Э1370-24C-8
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ИТНЯ.464659.018

The 15Э1370-24C-8 antenna mast device is intended for operation 

with the subscription radio set  15Э1370-24C. 

Purpose:

Basic Specifications:
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џ Operating frequency ranges                                  from 300 to 308MHz

                                                                                   from  336to 344MHz

џ Radiation polarization                                                                 vertical 

џ Standing wave ratio, less than                                                             2

џ Gain ratio relative to the isotropic radiator gain, more than            8 dB 

џ Intrinsic impedance of the feeder, Ohm                                             50 

џ Watts input, W, less than                                                                 100

џ Weight, kg, less than                                                                         3,1 

џ Dimentions, mm                                                          779 x 145 x 1056

The 15Э1370-24C-8  antenna mast device provides reliable operation at:

* Environment temperature, Deg. C                                                         from minus 60 to  65

*Extreme air humidity  up to 100% at maximum temperature  of           25 Deg. C                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
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